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The Fraser Valley Gilbert and Sullivan Society 
“Mikado” Rehearsal Notes 

 
To:  Cast members for the “Mikado” 
 
From:  Herbert Tsang, musical director 
 
Date: February 2, 2012  
 
 
Please make the following correction to your G. Schirmer Mikado Vocal Score 
 
Key to measure indications:      

A/B/C = Page/System/Measure 
 
 

VOCAL AND LIBRETTO ERRATA1 
 
44/2/1: Pish's "day" should be a D, not a B.  
 
56/2/1: "Nigger" traditionally replaced with "banjo."  
 
59/1/1-2 and 61/4/1-2: Bosworth & Dover show choral "none of them" rather than "none of 'em" each 
time.  
 
78/2/3: "pardon" should be dotted eighth and sixteenth.  
 
78/3/4: "hard on" should be dotted eighth and sixteenth.  
 
89/1/4: "as" should be D, not B.  
 
89/3/1: Text is incorrect. For "that," read "yam."  
 
96/2/1: Pooh's "vol-" should be a B, not a C.  
 
97/4/1: Pooh-Bah's second eighth-note should be F#, not A.  
 
98/1/2: Pooh's B notes on "Of a" should obviously be sixteenths.  
 
128/3/1: Basses' notes should be E-E-B-E-E-B, just like the piano left hand.  
 
133/4/4: Bosworth and Pond both show Katisha's lower notes in ordinary size and the upper notes in small 
size as an alternate version.  
 
139/2/5: Schirmer's fermata on the quarter note "a-" is spurious. Take it out.  
 
139/2/7: There's an unwanted quarter rest in the chorus men's staff. 

                                                 
1 Lichtenstein, Steven and Neil Midkiff, “The G. Schirmer Mikado Vocal Score Errata”. 
http://math.boisestate.edu/gas/mikado/html/mikado_errata.html (accessed on February 2, 2012). 
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146/4/1: Lyric reads "don't" rather than "won't" in Gilbert's libretto and in Bosworth and Pond.  
 
147/4/1-2: The a tempo is after the bar line in Bosworth (and as in Schirmer 149/4/2); Schirmer follows 
Pond here.  
 
150, Nanki's second speech: Early libretti have "How some bridegrooms...!" Bradley claims that "Now..." 
is a later misprint, even appearing in his earlier paperback Penguin volumes.  
 
156/2/9: Pish-Tush sings the higher F in both endings (in both Bosworth and Pond).  
 
162/3/2-3: Ko-Ko's text should read "For if what I say is true, He"  
 
171/2/3: Katisha's note on "Bow-" should be a dotted half as before.  
 
187/2/2-5: The rit. and a tempo are not in other editions and should be deleted.  
 
 
References:  
     Pond = 1885 vocal score edited by G. L. Tracy with Sullivan's approval, published by Wm. A. Pond & Co., New York 
     Bosworth = 1898 full score prepared from Sullivan's autograph score and published in Leipzig by Bosworth & Co. 
     Dover = 1999 full score edited by Carl Simpson and Ephraim Hammett Jones, published by Dover.  
     Bradley = Ian Bradley's The Complete Annotated Gilbert & Sullivan, published by Oxford University Press, 1996.  
 

- END - 


